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HPD Responds to Pharmacy Break-Ins
Harrisonburg, VA – The Harrisonburg Police Department (HPD) is currently investigating two burglaries
that occurred in the early morning hours on January 28. Both incidents occurred at Medicap Pharmacies
within the city of Harrisonburg and are believed to be related.
The first call was received at approximately 4:21 a.m. for a commercial alarm at the Medicap Pharmacy
located at 1851 Virginia Avenue. Responding officers arrived and found the pharmacy to have been
broken into with no one inside.
While still on scene for the first burglary, a second call was received for a commercial alarm at another
Medicap Pharmacy located at 2091 Pro Pointe Lane. When officers arrived, they found this pharmacy to
have been broke into as well with no one inside.
Surveillance footage has revealed that there are multiple suspects responsible for these crimes. There
appears to be four subjects committing the burglaries, and one driver.
The vehicle involved is a white mini-van style vehicle. The suspects appear to be male with masks covering
their faces. They are each described as wearing sweat pants and jackets with hoods. Some of these jackets
have an emblem on the left chest and are all white, grey, or black in color.
Anyone who may recognize the subjects involved are asked to contact HPD’s Major Crimes Unit by calling
(540) 437-2640. Those who have information and wish to remain anonymous may do so by calling Crime
Solvers at (540) 574-5050 or by texting “HPD” plus their time to CRIMES (274637).
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